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Abstract
Red Book uplifted the logical approach in Astrology. During
the course of study, the inferences drawn after scientific
evaluation of several horoscopes, motivated to reformulate
some interesting facts and propose the hypothesis that
could help in better understanding, correlating and
systematic precise analysis of the horoscope. Firstly, it was
observed that the lordship for the Zodiac sign needs to be
reframed. Secondly, the effect of one planet on other and
its effect on neighboring houses in horoscope needs
amendment. Thirdly, it was established that Navmansh
chart (D9) in addition to Lagan chart determines and
governs the complete life span of an individual.

Introduction
The Universe, the planets and the existence of life on Earth

symbolizes the infinite knowledge. The understanding for the
same evolves as our wisdom grows during the course of our
evolution. Astrology, the essence of Occult Science is no
different in this aspect.

Astrology is a chemistry of celestial bodies and planetary
interactions that casts its effect on life and terrestrial events. It is
a logical intervention that indulges and channelize the mind in
quest for perfection in predictions. Scientific aptitude, rational
approach, intellect and analytical skills are some of the pre-
requisites that an astrologer must possess. Astrology serves as a
lamp that shows the path on every aspect of life. The extent to
which a person utilizes the information depends on his
comprehension [1-4].

Each planet has its specific chemistry, nature and properties.
Rahu and Ketu are distinct from Saturn. With change in time and
advancement of Science and Technology, Rahu, Saturn, Mercury,
Venus and Ketu have dominated the civilization. Interference by
mythological perceptions and following the old rules of
horoscope analysis refrain the accuracy in predictions [5].

Astrology has been claimed to be a pseudoscience for several
reason and is rendered unacceptable. Hence, there is need of
scientific research to bring about the accuracy and precision in
astrological analysis. The hypothesis presenting the research
results in the paper are outcome of sincere efforts in the similar
direction [5].

Method and Material
The birth details of several natives were collected and

correlated to their information, facial appearance, features, skin
color to match the ascendant zodiac sign (Lagan and Navmansh)
depending on their age to confirm the birth details. Several
parameters of native’s life, life incident, family history,
education, interest, profession and health status were also used
to confirm and match the planetary placement to authenticate
the birth details, prior to analysis. The results thus obtained
were studied and summarized [4].

Discussions
The preconceived notion of “Astrology the Pseudoscience”

prevailing in the society needs earnest systematic efforts and
innovative ideas of scientists. The constructive and collaborative
scientific research can enhance the astrological significance
[1-5].

Ruling planets for the Zodiac sign
There are twelve houses in the horoscope as shown in Figure

1. Each house is designated by a zodiac sign. Zodiac sign plays
very important role in horoscope. Each sign has immense
significance. It was observed that the ruling planet to different
Zodiac sign needs to be reframed for better analysis. The
sequence that best supports the interpretation has been
mentioned below in the table 1.

There are many zodiac signs ruled by single planet for
example Aries has Sun, Cancer by Moon, Leo by Jupiter, Libra by
Venus, Scorpio and Capricorn by Mars while Pisces by Ketu.
Some zodiac signs have two rulers but primary owner should be
considered while analysis example Taurus by Jupiter, Gemini by
Mercury, Virgo by Rahu and Sagittarius by Saturn. The secondary
owner renders the benefic results in general.

Ketu, its placement, zodiac sign and status whether under
malefic or benefic influence must be evaluated while analysis of
Pisces. Similarly, to study Sagittarius, Saturn its placement in the
horoscope, zodiac sign and status after planetary influence are
some of the essential factors that must be checked [4-8].

Figure 1: A typical horoscope depicting the ascendant and the
twelve houses.
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Table 1: Distribution of the ruling planets for different Zodiac
signs.

HOUSES IN
THE
HOROSCOPE

ZODIAC

SIGN

PRIMARY

OWNER

SECONDARY
OWNER

1 ARIES SUN -

2 TAURUS JUPITER VENUS

3 GEMINI MERCURY MARS

4 CANCER MOON -

5 LEO JUPITER -

6 VIRGO RAHU MERCURY

7 LIBRA VENUS -

8 SCORPIO MARS -

9 SAGITTARIUS SATURN JUPITER

10 CAPRICORN MARS -

11 AQURIOUS VENUS -

12 PISCES KETU -

Planetary effect on various houses
The understanding to Astrology mainly develops after

systematic assessment of planetary chemistry and interactions.
Planets cast their effect on adjacent planets and houses
depending on their placement. Sun, Moon, Rahu and Ketu cast
their effects clockwise The inferences and interpretations
derived in lack of proper information generally fail. The
neighboring group effect or the planetary effect has been
summarized in the table no 2. Each planet has its specific effect
as shown in table 2 in reference to figure 1.

Our life is determined by Lagan chart and Navmansh chart. If
any of the chart has Saturn and Moon combination then that
result will be observed based on the position of this
combination in the horoscope. In case, Mercury is placed in a
house preceding the former combination then the effect of
Mercury will be added partially in addition to the result of Moon

and Saturn. Similarly, if Mars and Jupiter are casting their effect
on this interaction from any of the surrounding positions then
the intensity of severity will magnify multiple times.

It is unwise to predict without prior evaluation of other
planets in the complete horoscope. It is not just one or two but
all the rest planets and their placement that together leads to a
specific result [4-9].

Table 2: Planetary effect on various houses.

S.No PLANET PLACED IN
ASCENDANT

PLANETARY
EFFECTS OBSERVED

ON THE FOLLOWING
HOUSES

1. SUN 1,12,7

2. MOON 1,12,7

3. JUPITER 1,4,5,7,9

4. RAHU 1,12, 11, 10, 9, 7

5. MERCURY 1,2,3,7

6. VENUS 1,2,3,7

7. KETU 1,12, 11, 10, 9, 7

8. SATURN 1,2,3,4,5,7, 9,10

9. MARS 1,4,5,7,8

The Navmansh chart and its significance
The Lagan chart and Navmansh chart gets finalized for a

newly born child or the native at the time of his birth, based on
his birth details i.e. birth time (am/pm), date, month, year and
location. However, there are a number of theories regarding
Navmansh and its importance. In our study, we have found that
Lagan and Navmansh chart completely determine and govern
the life and its major events. Lagan chart of the native lays the
foundation of the life and works till the age of thirty four
whereas Navmansh chart represents the second half of the life
that casts its effect from thirty fifth year till the end.

The minor events and changes in the life of a native take place
in accordance to yearly chart or the planetary motion, that
changes on each birthday. The result obtained in the yearly chart
are strictly according to the probability defined by Lagan and
Navmansh chart.

For a child born with the Lagan and Navmansh as shown in
figure 2, within first year of his birth, he will get the result of the
9th house (Aries) with special influence of Sun from 3rd house
(Libra ). In his second year of age he will get the result of Rahu
from 10th house (Taurus) and Mars & Ketu from 4th house
(Scorpio). Likewise, he will get the effects, till the age of thirty
four influenced by the 6th house (Capricorn). At the age of thirty
fifth he will get the effect of Venus & Rahu from 7th house
(Aries) and Ketu from 1st house (Libra) in Navmansh chart.

Figure 2: An example to elucidate the importance of
Navmansh Chart.
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Generally, at the age of thirty four and thirty five a man is
under the influence of mercury. As a result of this transition, a
partial drift in appearance (face structure, features and color
from a combination of Leo and Aquarius in Lagan Chart till thirty
fourth year to a combination of Libra and Aries from thirty fifth
year) will appear. Similarly, the partial change in ideology,
mannerism,, attitude, like, dislike, priorities and even mental
capability change. The changes can be constructive or
destructive, depending on the planetary positions in navmansh
chart.

On studying different horoscope by using the information
provided above we can answer how this transition affects the
life of a person from ignoble to noble, defamed to fame, poor to
rich and average to outstanding. If horoscope has to render
benefic or malefic results the concerned person automatically
follows the same route himself or under some influence [1-9].

Conclusion
Astrology is a systematic scientific study and a masterpiece. It

can guide on every aspect of life and has immense potential. It
helps the person to understand and improve himself by self
realization, avoid malefic influences in hard times, refrain
negativity & blaming etc. The hypothesis presented as a result of
research analysis through the paper decodes some important

aspect of horoscope analysis. The ruler of the zodiac sign,
planetary interactions have been reframed. The Lagan kundli
lays the foundation of the life and is active till thirty four year of
age thereafter navmansh kundli activates and governs the life.
There are still many aspects in astrology that could be improved
for precise analysis and predictions.
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